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Hello darlings 

It is day 124 of Snippets of Encouragement, and I'm wondering are you one of 

those people who love super hero movies or TV shows? Have you noticed how in 

the last 10 years plethora’s of these movies are launched each year grossing huge 

box office wins.    

It seems that we are fascinated with the possibility of having super powers or being 

super heroes. The ability to fly or be invisible or be able to control things with the 

mind seems to be favourites for many. 

If you could have one super power, what would it be?  

However, I do wonder that in our quest for the somewhat supernatural, do we 

overlook the ordinary?  

By ordinary, I mean extraordinary. In life, absolutely everything is extraordinary and 

wondrous, but perhaps things lose their shine for us. I find it so sad that the moment 

we learn the language of things we stop learning. When we can name it, we no 

longer explore it, and pack it away, sometimes never again to be seen.  

We lose our wonder, our intrepid spirit, and our curiosity.  

This is why when people begin to awaken they find so much joy in the simple things 

in life. A gorgeous sunset, an eagle soaring, lavender blossoms in summer, a baby’s 

belly aching laugh.  

You may be wondering what this has to do with super powers and super heroes. In 

the telling of a super hero’s narrative, they are ordinary people who awaken to the 

fact that something is off with them, often seriously wrong. They often face 

incredible fear and self-doubt, experiencing a dark night of the soul and yet their 

super power won’t lay dormant. It often explodes, sometimes uncontrollably 

causing them panic and landing them in shit. It is when they step outside of their 

fear and begin to explore the obvious – that something is seriously wrong with 

them – that they fully begin to experience and understand their power. It is then 

that they come into their own.  

I have to ask you today, what is your super power that you’re ignoring? What is 

that part of yourself that is lying dormant that you think is off or wrong with you? 

What extraordinary parts of you have packed away in your old sock draw, paying 

it no heed or giving it space to shine? 

I think we often forget to see the wonder in the obvious, in what appears to be 

extraordinary. On the other hand, our super powers are so much a part of who we 

are that we don’t even recognise them for what they are. Am I saying that you 

can fly and don’t know it, or that you have superhuman strength? Well anything is 

possible, so what do I know.  
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What I am saying is that each of us has incredible gifts, talents, strengths, and 

abilities that we don’t use for countless reasons. In my book Letters from The Way I 

share how I discovered my superpower a few years ago and how that took me 

totally by surprise but was then so obvious. 

My superpower is that I am an Angelic Messenger. It is in my name. I have the 

ability to help people find their way back to themselves through the insight I 

receive and words I speak into their lives. People may have other ways of defining  

this superpower saying I'm psychic or a channel or prophetic, I don’t particularly 

care for labels, all I know it that I need to show up and be available to share my 

unique gifts.  

Have I fully embraced these truths 

about myself? The truth is no, but I am 

in the process of doing so and won’t 

stop because I am becoming. 

Today I would like to encourage you to 

spend some time exploring what your 

unique superpower is. Perhaps it’s so 

obvious you’re overlooking it, or 

perhaps you’re petrified to 

acknowledge your own genius. As you 

know now is the time to shine, so I say 

this very lovingly, get over yourself, and 

start stepping into your unique power.  

Of course I am also aware that this can 

be a huge struggle so please reach 

out I’d love use my superpower to help you find your way back to yourself. 

This is the year of YOU! Stop playing small, hiding in the shadows, believing you 

have nothing to offer the world. It’s time to delegate that nonsense to the sewer 

where it belongs and step out and shine!   

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


